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The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1501: The Real and the Fake 

Roar! 

The golden figure roared into the sky. With the blood runes creeping around its body, blood-red 

radiance gathered in its eyes. Daunting golden fluctuations rippled around it and vibrated the 

surrounding air. As the terrifying oppression swept out, it was clear that anyone who was under Divine 

Grade could never challenge its mightiness. 

Sensing the oppression from the golden figure, Maha You put on a ruthless expression. In his opinion, 

the golden figure had been caught off guard previously. Hence, it lost out. With his Divine Runes Amulet 

circulating in its body, it would trigger all its power, and its combat strength would max out to a 

terrifying level. 

“Although I do not know what exactly that glassy body is, I will definitely thrash you today!” Maha You 

smiled creepily. With a thought in his mind, the golden figure charged forward with multiple afterimages 

in the air. No one could tell where the principal body was. 

Many experts witnessed this situation outside the Aeon Tower. All of them were feeling uptight, as they 

knew Maha You possessed killing desire. The current golden figure was already formidable. Unless a 

true-blue Divine Grade Sovereign was there, no one could subdue it. “This time, Mu Chen has really 

enraged Maha You…” 

However, Mu Chen remained composed, even though everyone was watching him. There was only slight 

surprise in his eyes as he looked at the golden figure. Apparently, he was also impressed by the 

oppression exploding out of it. “I wonder how many Immortality Sources this mutant devoured to have 

this kind of mightiness…” 

Mu Chen did not seem to panic at all, even though the golden figure’s oppression was storming in the 

sky. Instead, he just gave a gentle nod to the figure that was encompassed in the mysterious glassy 

glow. The glassy glow flickered slightly and slowly stepped out in front of Mu Chen. 

Roar! 

The golden figure roared again as it punched. Golden current swept out from its ancient rune-covered 

fist. If anyone got hit by the golden current with the powerful strength of the Immortality Sources, 

anyone, even someone at the later stage of God Grade Sovereign like Maha You, would either die or 

immediately sustain a severe injury. 

The golden current swept out with imposing force, yet the glass body remained unmoved. When the 

current was about to hit the body, it stretched out its glass palm and tugged gently. When the golden 

current containing the destructive fluctuations fell into the glass body’s hand, it turned calm and 

obedient. The golden current entangled itself around the glass body and gradually shrank. Eventually, it 

turned into a flash of golden light and was inhaled into the glass body. 

“What?!” Maha You’s expression changed immediately. He had never expected that the mysterious 

glass body could easily counter the golden figure’s terrifying offense. “How can this be possible?!” Maha 
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You gritted his teeth and circulated the golden figure again. In the next moment, a bellow echoed, and 

countless golden ribbons stormed across the sky like huge golden dragons. They swept towards the glass 

body in vast numbers. 

However, the glass body remained slow and steady despite the domineering attack, because any golden 

currents that got close to it would turn obedient and get swallowed by it completely. As such, a bizarre 

situation happened. Regardless of how the golden figure tried to fire off its massive attacks, they would 

turn into insignificant raindrops whenever they got close to the glass body. Eventually, the offensive 

dissipated without making any impact. 

Mu Chen was smiling, as he was not surprised at all while watching it. The golden figure was, after all, a 

mutant body. Its energy came from the Immortality Sources stolen from the Primordial Immortal Body. 

Since the true owner of the Immortality Sources had appeared, using the same energy to deal with the 

former would only cause its energy to be sucked dry completely. 

Roar! Roar! 

As the ribbons that contained the Immortality Sources were swallowed up by the Primordial Immortal 

Body, the glow around the golden figure turned dull. It let out an angry bellow as it sensed the loss of its 

energy. Its bloodshot eyes stared hard at the Primordial Immortal Body with greed. Even though the 

latter struck fear into it, the golden figure could evolve into something huge if it devoured the Primordial 

Immortal Body. After it devoured the body, it could escape from the chaos and turn into a roaming 

spiritual being. 

Shoo! 

After it lost out big time earlier on, it did not dare to use the Immortality Sources in its offense anymore. 

Instead, it inflated its body with a golden ray that circled around it. It became a huge golden giant 

wielding destructive energy as it moved. The golden giant stomped its feet and appeared before the 

Primordial Immortal Body like a ghost. It swung its fist with destructive power. A simple fist with 

domineering power shook the entire universe. 

Boom! 

As the golden fist almost hit the Primordial Immortal Body, a hand made of glass stretched out and 

gently blocked the fist. 

Clang! 

The sound of metal clashing was heard when the two made contact and collapsed the surrounding 

space. However, the most terrifying thing was the unmovable glass body. He stood still like a rock, 

whereas the shaggy-looking golden figure suffered a huge blow and was hurled thousands of feet away. 

Shua! 

Before the golden figure could roar after stabilizing itself, the glass body appeared in front of it once 

again amid the space fluctuations. The glass body launched another slap on the golden figure’s chest. 

Bang! 

The chest sank in immediately, and the golden figure was sent flying back again. 



Bang! Bang! Bang! 

In the next count few counts, the golden figure was flying in the sky like a ball being bounced around. 

With every gentle hit from the glass body, the gigantic body of the golden figure shrank by half its size as 

compared to before. 

Sstz! 

Numerous experts were drawing cold breaths outside the Aeon Tower. No one expected that the 

domineering golden figure would be so useless when confronting this mysterious glass body. This was 

totally a different level of confrontation! 

Qing Yanjing and Budur Xuan watched with their eyes wide open. They looked at each other with 

shocked expressions. Apparently, they did not expect Mu Chen to have such a trump card. 

“What exactly is that glass body?” 

Both of them were full of doubt. After all, they were watching it through the spiritual mirror. Even the 

Divine Grade Sovereigns could not guess from watching it. All the elders from the Maha Ancient Clan 

were showing mixed expressions on the tall tower. 

Before them, Maha Tian had an utterly cold look. He held the white jade pillar in front of him, and the 

entire pillar started to have tiny cracks on its surface. “Darn, how did this happen? Didn’t Maha You 

have the Primordial Immortal Body? Why does he look so incompetent?! What exactly is that glass 

body?!” Coldness remained within Maha Tian’s eyes. At that moment, as reserved as he was, Maha Tian 

could not help grumbling angrily to himself. 

… 

Boom! 

Another blow sent the golden figure flying. Its body was covered with injuries and palm prints. The palm 

prints were giving off a glassy glow as though they were eating into the golden figure, diminishing the 

golden glow on its body. 

Roar! 

Sensing the change in its body’s condition, the golden figure felt extremely uneasy. The blood ray in its 

eyes suddenly dispersed, and the golden glow returned. 

Sstz. 

Maha You suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood. His eyes were filled with surprise and doubt as he 

sensed the Divine Runes Amulet in the golden figure break at that instant. 

Roar! 

After breaking away from Maha You’s control, the golden figure’s own instinct was restored. He looked 

at the Primordial Immortal Body with indescribable fear. It was the fear when facing a true-blue 

invincible expert. As such, it let out a fearful roar while losing all the courage to confront the Primordial 

Immortal Body again. It tried to flee. 



However, a halo giving off a glassy glow rose gradually behind the head of the Primordial Immortal 

Body. Eventually, the halo descended from the sky and surrounded the golden figure. As the glassy glow 

loomed over it, the golden figure let out a despairing cry because its body was quickly melting off as the 

glow shined above it. 

Roar! 

The shriek struck across the sky, but the golden figure was unable to put an end to it. Finally, the golden 

figure quickly shrank into a palm-sized golden elixir within a minute. Mysterious runes were running on 

the elixir with an unbelievable amount of Immortality Sources. The Primordial Immortal Body inhaled 

gently, swallowing the golden elixir in one mouthful. 

Rumble! 

Once the Primordial Immortal Body swallowed the golden elixir, thunder clapped in the universe. 

Millions of thunderbolts roared like furious dragons in the sky. The glassy glow around the Primordial 

Immortal Body lit up the entire universe. As the individual beams of glassy glow bent around it, the 

glassy halo gave off a mysterious mightiness behind its head. Even those experts outside the Aeon 

Tower could feel the indescribably mysterious vibe emanating from the tower now. 

When confronted by such a mightiness, the Divine Grade experts felt the danger, too. Numerous experts 

stared at that mysterious glowing glass figure. That very instant, something struck them, and they 

suddenly understood everything. An astounded look surged within their eyes. 

So… that mysterious glass body was one of the five Primitive Celestial Bodies in the Great Thousand 

World – Primordial Immortal Body! The previous golden figure was only a fake! 

No wonder the golden figure was helpless against the glass body, as that was the distinct suppression 

between the real and the fake. Even Qing Yanjing could not help but feel excited. Budur Xuan, on the 

side, was drawing a cold breath. The glass body that Mu Chen obtained was the true-blue Primordial 

Immortal Body?! 

Maha Tian squeezed the pillar in front of him, and it exploded into dust. His razor-sharp eyes stared at 

the glowing glass figure. After a while, a voice suppressed with anger and killing intent was heard by the 

various elders in the Maha Ancient Clan. All of them could not help but quiver. “Pass my order down. 

The Maha Ancient Clan will prepare for war…” 

Maha Tian’s eyes were full of redness as he stared at Mu Chen through the Spiritual Energy Light Mirror. 

His face looked ruthless and hideous. “You little rascal, how dare you take things from the Maha Ancient 

Clan? Today, regardless of how the Budur Ancient Clan is going to shield you, I’ll make sure you spit out 

what’s ours the way you took it!” 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1502: The New Owner of the Immortal Body 

Inside the Ancient Pagoda, Maha You watched in horror and shock as the Immortal Primordial Body 

shone high up in the sky. At this moment, he finally realized that the body that was emitting the 

mysterious light shadow was the true Immortal Primordial Body! 
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He had expended such an immense cost to control the Dark Golden Figure, but it turned out that it was 

only a fake that had appeared out of nowhere! This knowledge caused Maha You’s face to twitch for a 

moment, and as he looked up at the Immortal Primordial Body, his eyes were filled with envy. 

“How is this possible? How can the Immortal Primordial Body be in the hands of this kid?” Maha You 

mumbled to himself in utter disbelief. He could not accept the terrible truth that Mu Chen had acquired 

the Immortal Primordial Body. 

“Immortal Primordial Body! I, Maha You, have protected you for thousands of years, so why did you 

choose an outsider?” he roared at the Immortal Primordial Body. 

However, when faced with his roar, the Immortal Primordial Body made no move. As the Immortal 

Primordial Body was a special existence, it had its own spirituality, but was devoid of an independent 

mind. Based on its judgment, although Maha You might be stronger than Mu Chen, he could never 

become its rightful owner. 

Mu Chen looked calmly at Maha You, who was in hysterics at the moment. Then, he pointed his finger at 

him and said in a voice that was as cold as ice, “Take away his Immortal Source also.” 

Maha You had not only conspired against him and forced him to self-destruct his Golden Body, but after 

that, he had once again tried to attack him as he was in a weakened state! Mu Chen remembered all of 

these affronts clearly. Hence, once the tides turned, Mu Chen naturally did not have any sound reasons 

to let Maha You off. 

“How dare you?” The moment he heard Mu Chen’s words, Maha You’s expression changed immediately 

and he shouted out loud. 

Swish! 

However, at the very moment that Mu Chen’s voice fell, the Immortal Primordial Body stepped forward, 

the space fluctuated, and its figure appeared before Maha You. 

Bang! 

Maha You’s face turned ghastly pale, while the spiritual power inside his body surged uncontrollably. In 

just a moment’s time, he was knocked back thousands of feet. However, the Immortal Primordial Body 

did not pursue him any further, but only raised its palm and grabbed Maha You gently. 

The moment he was grabbed, the world seemed as if it had solidified, and Maha You, who had just been 

travelling backward at an absurd speed, stopped abruptly in his trajectory, as though he was a mosquito 

trapped in a piece of amber. As such, he was trapped inside the void, unable to move a single muscle, 

while only his face, which was filled with terror, could be seen. 

The Immortal Primordial Body stretched out its finger, and soon after, a golden violet ray converged 

behind him. The Immortal Golden Body then condensed, ignoring Maha You’s control. Only at this 

moment did true horror emerge in Maha You’s eyes. 

Bam! 

At the moment that the Immortal Primordial Body grasped its palm, cracks started to slowly emerge on 

the Immortal Golden Body that was behind Maha You. Then, it finally exploded. The Immortal 



Primordial Body then inhaled, absorbing the Immortal Source that had become fragments of golden 

light. 

Pssssshhh! 

Maha You regained control over his body immediately, while his mouth burst out a stream of blood and 

the spiritual power around him was instantly subsided. Evidently, he had been greatly injured. 

“Mu Chen! How dare you destroy my Immortal Golden Body?” As Maha You roared, his eyes were filled 

with an intense anger and madness. 

“Haha! You forced me to self-destruct my Immortal Golden Body, and now that I have destroyed your 

Immortal Golden Body, we are finally even,” Mu Chen said with a laugh. 

Maha You was so angry that his eyes almost popped out of their sockets. His face had a savage look on 

it, as though he wanted to swallow Mu Chen whole! 

“It seems that you aren’t satisfied yet?” Mu Chen looked at Maha You’s hideous face and squinted his 

own eyes slightly. Again, he pointed his finger at Maha You, his eyes tinted with murderous intent. 

“What? You dare to try and kill me now?” Maha You’s eyes were filled with fear, but his tone was filled 

with contempt. 

After all, as they were in the Maha Ancient Tribe’s domain, if Mu Chen really dared to kill him, he would 

get into huge trouble. That is why he did not believe that Mu Chen would dare be so bold. 

“Kill him.” However, as soon as his spoke, the cold voice of Mu Chen could be heard. 

At that moment, the Immortal Primordial Body set its sights on Maha You. Maha You could feel his scalp 

tingling with fear. He looked at Mu Chen in utter disbelief, as he never really thought that Mu Chen 

would dare to kill him. But, he could clearly tell that Mu Chen was not joking! 

“You’re mad!” Maha You said through clenched teeth, but he dared not move a single muscle. 

Immediately, he roared, “I quit!” 

The moment the Dark Golden Figure was assassinated, he could sense that he could now escape from 

the Ancient Pagoda successfully. As soon as his words came out, the space around Maha You started 

twisting, and the Ancient Pagoda immediately purged his body from the space where he stood. 

But, before his body disappeared, he roared thunderously, “Mu Chen, don’t get too complacent, as even 

if you have obtained the Immortal Primordial Body, you still must possess the capability to take it away 

from the domain of the Maha Ancient Tribe!” 

As soon as he yelled this, his body completely disappeared from the pagoda. With a cold stare, Mu Chen 

chuckled. He then spoke in a cold voice, “You are only fast when it comes to escaping.” 

If Maha You had stayed here, Mu Chen really was planning to murder him! After all, the Maha Ancient 

Tribe would not let him go regardless. 



Mu Chen’s eyes glinted, then suddenly, he looked toward the plains, where he saw the figure of Ye Qing. 

At that moment, Ye Qing said with a wry smile, “This is unexpected! The Immortal Primordial Body 

actually fell into your hands.” 

He sighed, then closed his eyes gently as he added, “It’s ultimately better that it didn’t fall into the 

hands of that ba*tard Maha You, but to take away the Immortal Primordial Body… I’m afraid that’s not 

as easy as you think.” 

As soon he finished his words, he spoke into the void, saying, “I quit.” 

Mu Chen nodded after hearing his words, then said, “Thanks for the reminder. I’ll pay heed to it.” 

Ye Qing smiled, and then, without another word, his body was surrounded by the fluctuations in the 

space and he disappeared. Following Ye Qing’s disappearance, Mu Chen was the only one left in the 

pagoda. 

At the same time that Maha You and Ye Qing appeared outside of the pagoda, the two spiritual energy 

light mirrors suddenly shattered, thus masking the situation inside the pagoda. Although the spiritual 

light mirrors shattered into a million pieces, outside the pagoda, no one uttered a single word, as they 

could clearly feel the depressing tension in the air. 

The origin of the depressing tension was obviously Maha Tian, who was standing above the tower, 

devoid of all expression. As he looked at Maha You, who had appeared awkwardly, his eyes were cold, 

but he did not speak a word. Instead, he put his hands behind his back and closed his eyes slowly. 

The silence in the air was akin to the calm before a storm. Everyone knew that Maha Tian would never 

ignore the fact that Mu Chen had taken the Immortal Primordial Body from the Maha Ancient Tribe. 

Even if Mu Chen was the rightful owner of the Immortal Primordial Body, he would never allow it! 

From afar, as Qing Yanjing looked at Maha Tian, she could detect the rage behind his calmness. 

However, her expression still did not change. She only stared at the Ancient Pagoda, while the delicate 

hands in her sleeves squeezed together tightly. 

Her usual gentle demeanor had also been replaced by one of fierceness and determination. If Maha Tian 

really dared to lay his hands on her son, even if it caused the two major ancient tribes to start a war, she 

would never take even a half step back! 

Beside her, Budur Xuan was frowning. He looked at Qing Yanjing’s determined face and sighed gently in 

his heart. His thoughts were similar to Qing Yanjing’s. 

However, as Qing Yanjing was currently the most powerful elder, who represented the whole Budur 

Ancient Tribe, if Maha Tian did not show her respect, that was equivalent to his disrespecting the whole 

Budur Ancient Tribe. Although the Budur Ancient Tribe’s prowess had slightly deteriorated, if the Maha 

Ancient Tribe was to go too far and offend them, then it would not bode well for them! 

Moreover, the capability that Mu Chen unveiled made Budur Xuan exceptionally content. Now, he had 

already acknowledged Mu Chen as the new chief of the Budur Ancient Tribe. As such, he could not just 

sit by and watch. 



Amid the two major ancient tribes’ depressing silence, the powerful individuals around the Ancient 

Pagoda felt tingling sensations in their scalps. They knew that, as soon as Mu Chen walked out of the 

Ancient Pagoda, an intense battle would unfold… 

As the atmosphere outside the pagoda reached a crescendo, inside the tower,several light rays were 

converging before Mu Chen. Then, the lights converged to form an old figure. Impressively, that was the 

consciousness of the Ancient Pagoda! 

“Congratulations, you will be the next owner of the Immortal Primordial Body.” The light shadow looked 

at Mu Chen as if it was smiling, and it spoke in an old, hoarse voice. 

At that moment, waves were fluctuating and surging within Mu Chen’s eyes. Finally, he bowed 

respectfully to the light, while his shivering body revealed his intense emotions, which could not be 

suppressed inside his heart. After all, he had worked hard and for so long for this day. 

The next words of the Ancient Pagoda immediately piqued Mu Chen’s interest. “The Immortal Emperor 

has prepared a gift for you…” 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1503: Immortal Flesh 

“A gift?” Listening to the Ancient Pagoda’s words, Mu Chen expressed strong interest in his eyes. 

The Ancient Light Shadow smiled, then flicked his sleeve once. Suddenly, a change occurred in the 

surrounding land and sky, and the sky turned into an ancient golden starry sky. Countless stars were 

shining within it. 

The starry sky was filled with dark, golden fog. The fog was mysterious and abstruse, emanating an aura 

of immortality. It was clearly formed by the condensation of the Immortality Source. 

“Even though you are now the new owner of the Primordial Immortal Body, you still cannot truly reveal 

its power yet,” the Ancient Light Shadow said faintly. 

Mu Chen nodded. When he had faced Maha You, even though he could instruct the Primordial Immortal 

Body, he could only do so like an outsider. He was unable to merge with it. His previous Immortal 

Golden Body could merge with his actual body to produce an even greater combat force. 

Following his estimation, if the Primordial Immortal Body was used for solo combat now, it could be 

compared with invincible masters from the Divine Initial Phase. However, this level of power was clearly 

still far from its peak. 

He wanted to control the Primordial Immortal Body perfectly like how he used to control the Immortal 

Golden Body. However, he had always felt that there was a slight gap between himself and the 

Primordial Immortal Body. 

“That is because you are still in mortal flesh, so you are unable to connect your mind with the Primordial 

Immortal Body. Naturally, you are unable to unleash its powers.” The Ancient Light Shadow smiled and 

continued, “You still need to take a very important step.” 

“What step?” Mu Chen asked with concern, his expression dignified. 
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“The Immortal Body Refining method. Train your flesh body into an immortal body using Immortal 

Energy, so that your body can integrate perfectly with the Primordial Immortal Body,” the Ancient Light 

Shadow replied lightly. 

When Mu Chen heard this, his heart shook. He used to train his flesh body hard, as he clearly knew that 

the immortal body was a formidable body. However, a body at this level could not be cultivated, even if 

a divine item was present. 

Owning this immortal body, perhaps even if faced with a divine top power’s attack in the future, Mu 

Chen would be able to strongly resist them using his body. 

“Senior, how can I cultivate this immortal body?” Mu Chen asked with shining eyes. 

The Ancient Light Shadow smiled and said, “It is actually simple. To cultivate an immortal body, you 

clearly need powers from the Immortality Source. Part of the Immortality Source collected is for new 

owners’ use for body refining.” 

Mu Chen could not help feeling exulted. Although what the Ancient Light Shadow said was simple, he 

knew how rare this was. A small amount of the Immortality Source could only be condensed if an 

Immortal Golden Body was cultivated, and who knew how many Immortal Golden Bodies had to be 

extracted to collect such a huge amount. So if not for the millions of times the Ancient Pagoda had to 

collect it, it would be merely a fool’s dream to cultivate an immortal body. 

“But the Immortal Body Refining method can almost be said to be a recasting and remolding of flesh and 

blood. It is an agonizing and unbearable process. If you cannot persist, and you want to cultivate again in 

the future, the time needed is unknown,” the Ancient Light Shadow reminded him. 

Mu Chen’s gaze flashed slightly, and he asked sharply, “How much time is needed to train an immortal 

body?” 

The Ancient Light Shadow smiled and extended his palm as he said, “Safely assuming, it should be five 

years.” 

Mu Chen couldn’t help but inhale a breath of cold air. It meant that he had to stay in the Ancient Pagoda 

for the next five years? It would be fine if it was in another place, but this was the Maha Ancient Clan. 

He worried that the Maha Ancient Clan would come up with wicked ideas after some time had passed. 

Mu Chen scowled slightly. 

The Ancient Light Shadow smiled and reminded him, “You don’t have to be too worried about the issue 

of time. Didn’t you notice the difference here?” 

Having been reminded, Mu Chen’s expression changed slightly. He looked at the violet starry sky with 

wonder. After a while, he asked with a heavy expression, “Is the passing of time different here?” 

The Ancient Light Shadow nodded and said, “The time here is distorted and slowed by the Immortal 

Emperor using grand super powers, so five years in here is only half a year for the outside world.” 

Mu Chen sighed in relief. Half a year for the outside world was still acceptable. This kind of measure was 

amazing. The Immortal Emperor was indeed the top power in the Great Thousand World. 



Mu Chen formally cupped his fist and saluted the Ancient Light Shadow as he asked respectfully, “Then 

senior, please assist me in cultivating an immortal body.” 

For him, this was a huge opportunity. Not even numerous divine items could reach an immortal body’s 

level. Owning such an overwhelming body, Mu Chen should be able to be one of the best in the Great 

Thousand World in terms of resistance. 

The Ancient Light Shadow nodded slightly and accepted Mu Chen’s salute. Then, he flicked his sleeve, 

and voluminous violet light swept in, finally transforming into a violet tripod furnace. 

Huuuuu… 

The Ancient Light Shadow opened his mouth, and violet flames burned violently and surrounded the 

furnace with terrifying heat. Even space was twisted because of it. 

“Enter the furnace,” the Ancient Light Shadow said faintly. 

Mu Chen gazed at the furnace, which was getting red. He could not help but raise his brow. The 

intimidating temperature inside was hurting the skin all over his body. He could only imagine how much 

pain he would face from the body refining once he entered the furnace. However, Mu Chen was 

ultimately not a weakling. He calmed his mind, then without hesitation, he formed into a streamer and 

entered the furnace. 

Hiss! 

When he had just entered the furnace, his clothing and hair all over his body instantly turned into 

nothing. His skin became reddish, and his flesh showed signs of melting away. An indescribable pain 

from the burning gushed in like crazy. 

Mu Chen’s body was shaking crazily as immense pain engulfed him endlessly, but he kept his inner 

clarity still as he knew that if his mind got destroyed, the body refining would be in vain. 

Over the years, when he came from the Northern Heaven Spiritual Academy, he had gone through many 

things. All those times he had lingered between life and death brought him his achievement today. He 

had finally reached the step he dreamed of, so no matter what, he must stick to it. An unshakeable 

determination surged within Mu Chen’s eyes. In the next instant, he slowly closed his bleeding eyes, 

allowing the terrifying heat to engulf him. 

Outside the furnace, the Ancient Light Shadow looked at the figure inside whose flesh was slowly 

melting away and nodded. To be chosen by the Primordial Immortal Body, this young man indeed had 

extraordinary willpower. 

He mumbled, “This is the most important step. I hope you can make it,” then waved his sleeve. Violet 

Immortality Source fell down from the starry sky bit by bit, surged into the furnace, and fused into Mu 

Chen’s flesh while Mu Chen’s body was melting. 

Meanwhile, the atmosphere outside the Ancient Pagoda was still suppressive. The elders from the Maha 

Ancient Clan gazed at the still Ancient Pagoda and whispered, “Why is that kid not out yet? Does he plan 

to keep hiding inside?” 



In front of them, Maha Tian’s expression was cool. His eyes were slightly closed as if he were dozing. 

Only his lips moved. Without any emotion, his voice rose slightly. “No matter how long he hides, we’ll 

wait for him.” 

Numerous elders nodded. The Maha Ancient Clan had protected the Primordial Immortal Body for such 

a long time, they could not let Mu Chen take it away before their eyes just like that. “I want to see how 

long this kid can hide… If you dare to show yourself, you should just hand us the Primordial Immortal 

Body!” 

Outside the Ancient Pagoda, Maha Tian and Qing Yanjing did not move but quietly waited for time to 

pass. While their silent confrontation was going on, the other powerful people also stayed. However, 

with the passing of time, what happened here already had spread to the whole Great Thousand World 

with amazing speed. 

The confrontation between the two ancient clans could possibly cause a war. This was enough to make 

the Great Thousand World’s attention point towards the Maha Continent. 

… 

Time continued to pass, and in the a blink of an eye, three months had gone by. In three months’ time, 

the number of powerful people assembled at Aeon City had not reduced. Instead, following the spread 

of the news in the Great Thousand World, more and more powerful people gathered there. 

After all, confrontation between the two ancient clans was too shocking. The previous force at sword’s 

point with the Maha Ancient Clan in the Great Thousand World was the Endless Fire Territory, whose 

name shook the Great Thousand World. 

Previously, when Maha Tian was defeated by the Flame Emperor, he had had to reign in his wild 

ambition. However, this time, it was unknown who in the Maha Ancient Clan could restrain this 

invincible master who once challenged the Flame Emperor. No matter what, if those two parties started 

a war, it would be earth-shattering. 

… 

While swords were drawn in the outside world, high heat filled and twisted the empty air in the violet 

starry sky in the Ancient Pagoda. Calculating the time, around three years had already passed in the 

violet starry sky. The violet tripod furnace had been burning violently without any rest during those 

three years. 

In the furnace, a figure was engulfed in violet flames. Looking at that figure carefully, there was no flesh, 

only a skeleton that sat quietly in the flames. The skeleton was once pale white, but after three years of 

calcination by the violet flames, it appeared to be lightly golden, as if it emitted an immortal aura. 

Outside the furnace, the Ancient Light Shadow suddenly opened his eyes and gazed at the skeletal figure 

in the furnace. Were it not for the fact that he felt the vitality hidden deep inside the skeleton, perhaps 

he would have thought Mu Chen had been destroyed. 

“Not bad…” There was a hint of praise in the Ancient Light Shadow’s voice. During those three years, Mu 

Chen’s determination and fortitude were very much beyond his expectation. If it had been an ordinary 

person, perhaps he would have lost his mind due to the limitless pain. 



“The next step to immortality is the recasting of flesh and blood.” 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1504: Five Years of Training, Forging Immortality 

In the golden sky, the golden flame was burning around the furnace and emitting a terrifying aura. On 

the hearth of the furnace, a golden skeleton loomed within the flames. 

Its bones were like violet iron, and it seemed indestructible. It was almost as if it was immortal! 

On the surface of the bones, some lines were faintly visible, and the lines seemed as old as the heavens 

and the earth. Although it was a skeleton, a faint vitality could be felt, coming from its core. 

Outside the tripod furnace, the Ancient Light Shadow looked at the golden bones and slightly nodded his 

head. His look instantly became dignified. 

In the next moment, he swept his sleeves, causing the endless violet mist to gather in the golden sky. 

These mists were all made by immortal sources, so each one was extremely pure. 

The violet mist poured into the tripod furnace and covered the golden bones. Then, the mist began to 

condense before slowly turning into traces of flesh and blood that were growing on the bones. 

This growth rate was extremely slow, and it would take a few days to develop just a single strand of 

flesh. However, the newly grown flesh and blood were obviously extremely unusual, and they gave one 

a feeling of incomparable mystery. 

The Ancient Light Shadow outside the tripod furnace observed this scene and slightly nodded his head. 

He was waiting for the flesh and blood to regenerate so that Mu Chen could be cultivated into an 

immortal body. 

Of course, this immortal body was not truly immortal, but rather, it was a symbol of a very high-level 

physical body. In the Great Thousand World, even in the presence of sacred goods, few people could 

cultivate the flesh to such a level. 

The Ancient Light Shadow closed his eyes and fell into a deep sleep as he waited for Mu Chen’s flesh and 

blood to grow. A year quickly passed while he slept. 

When the Ancient Light Shadow once again opened his eyes, he saw that the golden bones were already 

covered with flesh. At that time, a violent wave of power began brewing in Mu Chen’s new body. 

The Ancient Light Shadow assessed the situation and knew that the immortal body of Mu Chen had 

been cultivated to about 90%. Soon, once the skin was fully grown and developed, a new and powerful 

body would be born! 

… 

Outside the Aeon Tower. 

It had been more than four months since Mu Chen had been alone in the Aeon Tower. During those four 

months, what had happened in the Maha Continent had attracted the attention of the entire world. 
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Everyone could feel that, as time went by, the atmosphere outside the Aeon Tower was becoming more 

and more suffocating, and the pressure under it was enough to make many Heavenly Sovereign have 

difficulty breathing! 

As he was standing on the high platform, Maha Tian’s face was expressionless. Behind him, thirty figures 

stood still. These thirty figures had extremely powerful spiritual auras, which caused the heaven and 

earth to shake. This was because they were all Heavenly Sovereigns! 

This revealed the power of the Maha Ancient Clan. It was powerful enough to scare off many topl forces. 

One Heavenly Sovereign could gather his own army, and the Maha Ancient Clan had 30 of them! 

Of course, these 30 Heavenly Sovereigns were not the most shocking element of the clan, as in front of 

them, two white-haired old men, dressed in black and white robes, were holding two black and white 

crutches and standing up perfectly straight. 

Their faces were extremely aged, but their eyes were deepset, and the faint pressure from their bodies 

caused the earth to tremble slightly. These two old people were Divine Heavenly Sovereigns! 

On the high platform opposite them, there were more than 20 figures. The first two were Qing Yanjing 

and and Budur Xuan. Behind them were Xuan Guang, Mo Tong, Qing Tian, who had arrived first, 

followed by other Heavenly Sovereigns from the Budur Ancient Clan. 

The confrontation between Qing Yanjing and Maha Tian lasted for more than half a month. The Maha 

Ancient Clan directly came out from their nest and wanted to put pressure on their opponent. 

Qing Yanjing did not hesitate to use the authority of the Great Elder, and all of the powers of the 

ancients were transferred. Clearly, they did not back down against the Maha Ancient Clan! At present, 

the two sides were having an intense standoff, and both the heavens and the earth were trembling 

because of it! 

Aeon City was already empty because all of the people had withdrawn from the city. This was because 

the aura was too unbearable, even for many Heavenly Sovereigns. 

Therefore, the people who had rushed here quickly retreated. Hence, if one of the team started 

attacking at this moment, the collateral damage would be devastating. 

“It’s been almost half a year…” Maha Tian stared at the Aeon Tower, a sense of doubt in his eyes. 

Then, with a low and angry voice, he asked, “What is he doing inside?” 

Originally, he thought that Mu Chen just needed a month, but almost half a year had passed, yet there 

was still no sign of him! Hearing this, the white-haired old man with a black cane faintly sighed. 

He then said, “Remain calm, as we have already blocked this world, so Mu Chen can’t escape. Even if he 

wants to hide for a lifetime, then my Maha Ancient Clan will be with you.” 

“Yes, the Maha Ancient Clan will keep the skills of the immortal body, and I will never let an outsider 

pick the peaches!” The old man, who was holding a white cane, spoke with a cold voice. 

Maha Tian nodded, while his eyes glanced at the Budur Ancient Clan in the distance. “It seems that the 

Budur Ancient Clan has insisted on fighting with Maha Ancient Clan.” 



… 

“Great elder, should we really stay here to face the Maha Ancient Clan? The strength of our Budur 

Ancient Clan is really below theirs.” On the side of the Budur Ancient Clan, Xuan Guang glanced at the 

lineup of the horrible Maha Ancient Clan and could not help but suggest a retreat. 

“And… This is also the stronghold of the Maha Ancient Clan…” Mo Tong echoed the same sentiment. 

They used to have grudges against Mu Chen, but now, as they were having to actually face Mu Chen and 

the Maha Ancient Clan, they had started to doubt themselves. 

Qing Yanjing looked at them coldly and said, “If you disagree with my choices, you can leave 

immediately.” 

Xuan Guang and Mo Tong were stunned, but they did not dare speak. Although there were scared, they 

were still members of the Budur Ancient Clan, so even if they wanted to leave, the other people of the 

two bloodlines would not agree to it. 

“You two talk should not talk nonsense! Mu Chen is already the new patriarch of the Budur Ancient 

Clan. Hence, whatever we do today, we must keep him alive!” Budur Xuan spoked with a cold voice. 

Xuan Guang and Mo Tong clicked their tongues. The two of them had been in the ranks of the patriarchs 

for many years, but they had failed to break through. As such, it was naturally uncomfortable for them 

to suddenly find that Mu Chen had taken their place! 

Although they felt uncomfortable, they were helpless to do anything about it. After all, in terms of 

strength, Mu Chen was indeed qualified to be a patriarch. 

Xuan Guang and Mo Yan looked at each other with bitter smiles. Then, their looks became stern, as they 

knew that, if the situation was handled badly, it was going to shake the entire Great Thousand World! 

This thing is not going to end well… They both thought, while they shook their heads in dismay. 

… 

Vrooom! Vrooom! 

The golden flames were burning and the vast violet mist was constantly gathering in the tripod furnace. 

Inside the tripod furnace, the violet mist was entangled, as if it was forming a violet light. 

At a certain moment, the figure seemed to have moved slightly. His eyes then trembled before they 

slowly opened. 

Suddenly, two violet beams burst out at the very moment that he opened his eyes. The beams shot 

through the tripod furnace and gradually dissipated after travelling a few hundred thousand feet. 

The figure then opened his mouth and swallowed the violet mist into his body. The violet mist slowly 

dissipated as a naked body appeared and exited the tripod furnace. 

The body’s skin was white, and its pores were faintly exuding a violet light. At the same time, an aura of 

immortality flowed out of it mysteriously. 



As Mu Chen lowered his head and looked at the body, he felt the immense power that was surging 

through his own body. Then, he looked up and shouted with a voice that was as loud as thunder, which 

burst through the heavens and the earth… 

Bang! 

At that moment, the entire golden starry sky trembled. Upon seeing this scene, the Ancient Light 

Shadow couldn’t help but smile. After five years of hard work, he had finally cultivated an immortal 

body! 

… 

Outside the Aeon Tower, Maha Tian, Qing Yanjing and the others suddenly felt the power, looked up at 

the Aeon Tower, and then heard a whistling coming from the tower. 

“Finally, there’s some movement!” someone exclaimed. 

The expressions of the people on both sides of the platform changed immediately. In the next moment, 

the atmosphere was filled with a fierce intent for battle. 

Outside the city, countless strong people looked at the scene and were terrified. The confrontation that 

had been suppressed for half a year was finally going to break out today! 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1505: The Appearance 

The tumbling warcry coming out from the Ancient Pagoda was like thunder, shaking the entire heavens 

and earth. The sudden warcry instantly caught the attention of all the top powers outside the Ancient 

Pagoda, causing a change in their expressions because they could feel that both the Maha Ancient Clan 

and the Budur Ancient Clan were grinding their axes in preparation for confrontation. 

“It seems like Mu Chen has got nowhere to hide.” 

“Well, you can’t just hide in the dark forever, right? By looking at the Maha Ancient Clan’s lineup, 

obviously they won’t let it go that easily.” 

“He is young and fit, after all. However, what he doesn’t know is the consequences that will arise after 

his appearance. Although the Budur Ancient Clan is strong, this is the Maha Ancient Clan’s territory. If 

they are to fight, not only will they suffer defeat, but most importantly, the Primordial Immortal Body 

could possibly be taken back by the Maha Ancient Clan.” 

Outside the city, all the top powers from various forces were whispering to each other about the reason 

behind Mu Chen’s disappearance over the past six months, guessing that he wanted to escape from the 

Maha Ancient Clan. However, the people from both the Maha Ancient Clan and the Budur Ancient Clan 

never paid attention to the noise outside the city. In fact, they placed their full attention on the Ancient 

Pagoda while showing mixed feelings about anything that might happen next. 

Buzzz! 
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While everyone was focused on the Ancient Pagoda, it began to shake. Loop after loop of shining halos 

came out from the Ancient Pagoda, followed by a beam of light blasting from the top of the Ancient 

Pagoda all the way up into the sky, piercing through the clouds. 

Maha Tian lifted his head without a speck of expression. He fixed his eyes on the Ancient Pagoda’s 

pinnacle, and deep inside the malefic light beam, there was a slim shadow of a man slowly appearing in 

front of the crowd. That man was slim, his robes wavering as he appeared. The pores all over his body 

were shining with golden sparkles while his handsome face flickered with pale light. Deep inside his dark 

pupils there was golden light flowing which imbued him with a mysterious aura. 

This man was actually Mu Chen, who had secluded himself within the Ancient Pagoda for five years. 

Under the attention of countless gazes, Mu Chen was silent and calm. Since he first stepped out from 

the Ancient Pagoda, he had already sensed the stressful and terrible atmosphere. However, if this 

situation were to have occurred before he had entered the Ancient Pagoda, he would probably have felt 

panicked because he was not powerful then, and he also might not have been able to maintain the inner 

peace in his mind. The good news was, this five years of secluded training had pushed Mu Chen’s 

abilities to a level beyond anyone’s imagination. 

“Such a magnificent display here. Although I fortunately obtained recognition from the Primordial 

Immortal Body, I feel ashamed to receive such a great welcoming ceremony from the Maha Ancient 

Clan,” said Mu Chen as he gazed through the terrifying lineup. Then, his gaze stopped at Maha Tian and 

his two old men with white hair, and he smiled. 

All the top forces outside the city could not help but laugh at Mu Chen after he dropped those words. 

This guy did have a lot of guts. Though the Maha Ancient Clan was showing unfriendly signs, he still let 

out such arrogant words. He was clearly humiliating the Maha Ancient Clan. 

Maha You instantly interrupted with extreme anger, showing his killing intent even before Maha Tian 

started to talk back. “Douchebag! I’m afraid that you won’t have the chance to enjoy it!” 

He had lost the fight against Mu Chen in the Ancient Pagoda before, and it had cost him an extremely 

rare opportunity, which was the Primordial Immortal Body from the Maha Ancient Clan. His life had 

been tough throughout the past half year. If his elder brother wasn’t Maha Tian, he would have been 

treated as a sinner. Therefore, he raged out of control the moment he saw Mu Chen. 

Maha Tian interrupted him just before he tried to continue raging. Maha Tian looked at Mu Chen and 

said gently, “Mu Chen is no doubt a talented young man. It was indeed shocking news to the world 

when you acquired recognition from the Primordial Immortal Body.” 

Mu Chen smiled as he looked back at Maha Tian. “You have flattered me. If Maha You had observed 

more carefully to distinguish between me and the Golden Shadow clone, perhaps I wouldn’t even have 

had the chance.” 

Maha You’s eyelids were popping violently as veins appeared on his forehead. He could not wait any 

longer to kill Mu Chen once and for all. 

Maha Tian smiled while he nodded. “However, I’m sure you know that my clan, the Maha Ancient Clan, 

has been safeguarding the Primordial Immortal Body for decades. Indeed, we have given countless 



amounts of sweat and energy for it, but you took it away so easily. Don’t you think that is a little… 

inappropriate?” 

Mu Chen lowered his eyelids. “No, I think there seems to be a mistake in your sentence. The Primordial 

Immortal Body belongs to the Immortal Emperor, and the true purpose was to search for the right 

master. Moreover, the Immortal Emperor handed over the complete method of cultivation of both the 

Great Solar Undying Body and the Immortal Golden Body to the Maha Ancient Clan. Therefore, you and 

your clan would have a greater chance of acquiring the Primordial Immortal Body than anyone else. 

“This actually should be the remuneration given by the Immortal Emperor to the Maha Ancient Clan for 

safeguarding the Primordial Immortal Body. However, after decades, the Maha Ancient Clan was still not 

able to acquire recognition from it, unfortunately. You should not put the blame on others.” 

Mu Chen spoke slowly and fearlessly, which garnered a mutual agreement among the countless top 

powers. It had been eons since the Maha Ancient Clan had begun taking care of the Primordial Immortal 

Body, and they had been taking advantage the entire time. According to probability, they should have 

had the highest chance of acquiring recognition from the Primordial Immortal Body. Therefore, their 

failure was their own fault. 

Maha Tian closed his eyes slightly, and his gentle smile faded. “Let’s not talk about it anymore. I have a 

suggestion. I hope that you could give the Primordial Immortal Body back to us, the Maha Ancient Clan, 

for another hundred years. I promise that after a hundred years, we will not stop you from taking it 

back. How does that sound to you?” 

As Maha Tian finished his words, Mu Chen could not help but laugh at him. He had not expected that a 

Divine Heavenly Sovereign would come out with such a shameless offer. Giving the Primordial Immortal 

Body back to the Maha Ancient Clan for a hundred years? Only a three-year-old child would believe his 

words. 

A cold voice rang out. “It seems like the Divine Heavenly Sovereign does not care about his reputation 

anymore, am I correct?” Qing Yanjing could not help but raise her voice with a slightly sardonic tone. 

Mu Chen shook his head slightly. “Please stop making jokes, Maha Tian. Since the Primordial Immortal 

Body recognized me as its master, then the fate between the Maha Ancient Clan and the Primordial 

Immortal Body has come to an end. I shall take it away with me.” As Mu Chen finished his sentence, the 

entire heavens and earth became extremely silent. 

Maha Tian was once again expressionless as he stared at Mu Chen. “So you choose not to accept this 

humble request from my Maha Ancient Clan?” 

Boom! 

As his voice dropped, a thunderstorm with the power of a Divine Sovereign burst out and covered up 

the entire heavens and earth, moving all the way towards Mu Chen. The void was frozen immediately 

after the thunderstorm. The air and even the spiritual energy were frozen like mosquitoes stuck in 

amber. The divine force was about to approach Mu Chen. 

Facing such true divine force, Mu Chen was stunned. But surprisingly, he did not show any fear in his 

eyes. Instead, he had a grim smile on his face. Before entering the Ancient Pagoda, if he were to face 



this Divine force, he would have panicked to the point where he couldn’t move his arms and legs. 

However, after those five years of cultivation, his body flesh was fused with the immortal energy source, 

turning his body into an Immortal Body. In his current state, his body was even stronger than a divine 

top power. 

Voom! 

Therefore, facing such powerful restriction, Mu Chen clenched his fist, and his entire body started to 

glow. The blood and flesh in his body started to shake, turning him into a Golden Figure. An equally 

terrifying force burst out from his flesh and bones. A single shock was enough to break the entire frozen 

space apart, turning the space into broken pieces. In just a few seconds, the terrifying divine force was 

gone. 

“What?!” 

This scene was caught in the eyes of the countless top powers outside the city, who were all shocked 

speechless. There were a few Heavenly Sovereigns out there, and they were amazed because they 

clearly knew the power of divine force. Facing such powerful imprisonment, even a late phase God 

Grade Heavenly Sovereign could hardly move, but Mu Chen surprisingly managed to crack it so easily!? 

The elders from the Maha Ancient Clan were shocked after seeing the move. Not to mention Maha You, 

who displayed an unbelievable look. Maha Tian and the two old men with white hair seemed to 

understand. Their expressions suddenly became extremely gloomy while staring at Mu Chen’s body, 

which was constantly glowing with a mysterious golden light. 

Qing Yanjing and Budur Xuan, who were standing not far away, were both shocked as they were about 

to interrupt the fight. They looked at Mu Chen and then looked back at each other, letting out sighs of 

relief. 

Immediately after, a shaking voice came out, word by word, both from Maha Tian and Qing Yanjing’s 

mouths, causing a tempestuous storm in the heavens and earth. “Is that the Divine Body?!” 
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Chapter 1506: Black Heavens Ancient Clan 

“Divine Body!” Qing Yanjing, Maha Tian, and the other divine masters exclaimed in unison. 

In that instant, a hurricane surged throughout heaven and earth. The forces that were outside the city 

were all shocked as their eyes, which were filled with astonishment, looked upon the slender figure 

standing that was standing on top of the tower. 

In the Great Thousand World, the divine powers always stood proudly on the top of the world, as if they 

were overlords, overseeing all of the lives that were under their rule. However, although the masters of 

the divine level are rare, the ones with Divine Bodies are even more rare! 

After all, in the physical realm, it was already considered to be extremely difficult to cultivate the body 

up to the divine level. Hence, in the Great Thousand World, those who possess the Divine Body could 

counted with one’s fingers. 
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Among the five divine masters present, not even Maha Tian had cultivated the Divine Body. It was 

precisely because they knew of the rarity of the Divine Body that, when the crowd heard that Mu Chen 

had reached such a level of cultivation, they were incredibly surprised. 

“He actually cultivated the Divine Body?” Xuan Guang exclaimed in disbelief. 

Behind Qing Yanjing, Xuan Guang and Mo Tong were dumbfounded. Their eyes were brimming with 

envy, as a body like that was everyone’s dream. 

At this moment, they finally gave up their previous intentions. After all, they knew that the moment Mu 

Chen possessed the Divine Body, he would have the ability to contend with the divine masters. In terms 

of pure strength, he had already overtaken them. 

As Mu Chen possessed such strength, and he also already possessed the right to be the clan leader of 

the Budur Ancient Clan, it only made them feel more complicated about the situation. After all, when 

they had first fought him, Mu Chen could only borrow the power of the Fortify Clan Grand Array to 

contend with them. 

Now, however, even if Mu Chen just stood still and let them attack him, they would still not be able to 

break through his body’s defense. After all, the Divine Body is no joke! 

“Not bad,” Budur Xuan said, while stroking his moustache. Apparently, this Divine Body of Mu Chen’s 

had surprised even him. 

“It looks like, in this period of a half year, with the help of the cultivating opportunity from the Ancient 

Pagoda, he has cultivated his Divine Body,” Qing Yanjing said with a joyful smile. 

“This kid… He has a good nature and has forbearance, so he did not get conceited just because he 

obtained the Immortal Primordial Body. He even knows how to conceal his capabilities and only showed 

his true power when he attained the greatest mastery of his abilities,” Budur Xuan said with a sigh, while 

his eyes revealed his approval. 

If an ordinary person obtained the Immortal Primordial Body he would usually grow haughty and overly 

proud of his abilities, which would then breed arrogance in his heart. If that happened, calamity and 

disaster would soon follow. 

Upon Budur Xuan’s approving words, Qing Yanjing nodded her head and smiled. While they were still 

complimenting Mu Chen, those on the Maha Ancient Clan’s side were deathly silent. 

All of the elders looked shocked, and their faces were very pale. Obviously, they had not thought that 

Mu Chen, who Maha You could not beat single-handedly, would have already obtained the Divine Body 

in such a short period of time. 

Mu Chen’s capabilities seemed to have skyrocketed to an unbelievable degree, as even when he was 

faced with a true master of the divine realm, he already had the capability to fight bravely and capably. 

Maha You’s eyes were filled with envy, and he started to despise Mu Chen so much that he wanted to 

cut him into pieces. After all, in his eyes, this opportunity should have belonged to him! 



If it was not for Mu Chen’s appearance, Maha You would have already become the sole person in the 

Maha Ancient Clan who had cultivated the Divine Body. Then, his combat powers would have more than 

likely overcome Maha Tian’s, making him the strongest in the Maha Ancient Clan. 

If only he knew this outcome beforehand, he would have interfered earlier and killed Mu Chen in the 

Tianluo Continent, thus preventing him from participating in the Aeon Congress. Hence, when he looked 

upon Mu Chen, who had completely transformed, the seed of regret in his heart nearly made him mad. 

Maha Tian became equally somber. However, since he was a shrewd person, he hid it well by 

suppressing the fluctuations of emotions that were inside his heart. 

In a low-spirited voice, he said, “I never thought that you would actually be able to cultivate the Divine 

Body. It is no wonder that you didn’t pay heed to the Maha Ancient Clan’s kindness.” 

“Kindness?” From atop the tower, Mu Chen smiled as he said, “It really is difficult for an ordinary person 

to understand the kindness of the clan leader.” 

After all, Maha Tian was quite overbearing and powerful. Moreover, his shrewdness was notorious. That 

he could even spout such shameless words so easily was a clear testament to this fact. 

Maha Tian’s expression remained stoic and indifferent as he said, “Originally, I wanted to speak with you 

in a polite manner, but it looks like you think that just because you cultivated the Divine Body, you can 

now run amok! Today, no matter what, you will leave the Immortal Primordial Body to the Maha 

Ancient Clan, regardless of your intentions!” 

“Hahaha! Such proud words you speak! But, you are wrong, as today is the day that I’m going to watch 

and laugh as your Maha Ancient Clan sadly attempts to make me leave it behind!” Qing Yanjing’s cold 

voice echoed in reply. 

Maha Tian’s eyes grew increasingly somber and were filled with a cold murderous intent. He then 

turned to Qing Yanjing and asked, “Are you saying that your Budur Ancient Clan dares to start a war with 

my Maha Ancient Clan today?” 

“If it wasn’t for your constantly showing aggression, we wouldn’t feel forced to make such a bold move,” 

Budur Xuan said calmly. 

Maha Tian nodded his head lightly as he said, “I knew you wouldn’t give up. So today, I can only extend 

you a favor.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Maha Tian spoke into the void in front of him in a clam tone, “Brother 

Hei Tian, show yourself!” 

The moment Maha Tian’s last word was heard, the initially bright sky turned dark in an instant. Such 

darkness covered the sun and swallowed all of its light. Then, the darkness disappeared as quickly as it 

had appeared, but when the light shone again, everyone saw that two figures had abruptly appeared 

beside Maha Tian! 

The two figures wore black robes, and their eyes were as dark as night, without a single hint of 

whiteness in them. When Mu Chen looked at the two of them, his eyes twitched slightly, as he could 



sense horrifying fluctuations of power being emitted from their bodies. Apparently, the two of them 

were also divine masters! 

“Black Heavens Ancient Clan’s Hei Tian and Hei Di, do you also wish to interfere in today’s matter?” Qing 

Yanjing asked after seeing the two figures. 

“Black Heavens Ancient Clan?” Mu Chen gasped, while he wavered slightly. It was only then that he 

realized the two figures’ backgrounds… 

They are from one of the five greatest ancient clans, the Black Heavens Ancient Clan! 

Outside the city, various superior forces were also shocked, as not one of them thought that the Maha 

Ancient Clan would actually call upon two divine masters for help. To understand their astonishment, it 

is important to know that the Black Heavens Ancient Clan ordinarily did not show up in the world, much 

less the divine masters from the Black Heavens Ancient Clan. 

After listening to what Qing Yanjing had just said, one of the two figures in black stepped out and raised 

his head slightly. His face was so pale that he looked as if he had not seen the sun for years. 

He sighed, then said, “The Black Heavens Ancient Clan owes a favor to the Maha Ancient Clan, so we 

must interfere today to repay that debt. I hope Great Elder Qing Yanjing can understand our situation.” 

Qing Yanjing’s and Budur Xuan’s expressions turned somber, as this scene had surpassed their 

expectations. The Maha Ancient Clan was actually able to call upon the help of the Black Heavens 

Ancient Clan! 

Now, with the help of the Black Heavens Ancient Clan, there was a huge gap between the powers of 

both forces. After all, facing a total of five divine masters, even the Budur Ancient Clan felt an immense 

pressure. 

Behind Qing Yanjing, the Budur Ancient Clan’s Heavenly Sovereigns felt worried and uneasy. It appeared 

that, in order to retain the Immortal Primordial Body, the Maha Ancient Clan had decided to go all in. 

Maha Tian cupped his fist towards Hei Tian and Hei Di, then turned toward Mu Chen and spoke slowly, 

“I told you… You cannot take the Immortal Primordial Body away.” 

Mu Chen squinted his eyes slightly and replied in a calm voice, “Whether I can take it away or not, you’ll 

just have to try me and see for yourself.” 

Although the appearance of the Black Heavens Ancient Clan had surpassed his expectations, if the Maha 

Ancient Clan wanted to snatch the Immortal Primordial Body away from him, he would never let that 

slide. 

“Well… It looks like you won’t shed a tear before you see your coffin, but with the Divine Body, you sure 

have gotten cocky, as you dare to think that no one can defeat you.” Maha Tian said. 

Then, his eyes darkened as he looked at Hei Tian and Hei Di and ordered them, “You hold back the 

Budur Ancient Clan. As for the Immortal Primordial Body, the Maha Ancient Clan will take it ourselves.” 



Hei Tian and Hei Di, the two divine masters, looked at each other, then both nodded helplessly. Actually, 

they did not want to interfere with the conflict between the two major ancient clans, but they knew that 

they owed the Maha Ancient Clan a favor and could not refuse. 

Behind Maha Tian, Maha You stared at Mu Chen begrudgingly, his eyes filled with mockery… Even if you 

cultivated the Divine Body, today, at the hands of our Maha Ancient Clan, you will only be a bird in a 

cage! 

“How dare you?” Qing Yanjing’s face turned cold, while the space behind her trembled. At that moment, 

a gigantic spiritual array had appeared, emitting a tremendous amount of power. 

At the same time, black lights appeared appeared in the sky. Hei Tian and Hei Di moved to position 

themselves in front of the light, thus blocking the darkness. The darkness then spread out behind them. 

At the same time, Maha Tian faced the two old men behind him, who held black and white canes 

respectively. As they nodded, the pair stepped out and rushed towards Mu Chen. 

Mu Chen looked at the pair with coldness in his eyes. As he clenched his fingers, his pores emitted a 

golden light. 

Bzzt! 

However, just as they were going to clash, suddenly, an ancient spiritual energy screen fell from the sky. 

The light screen acted like a barrier, dividing heaven and earth, thus stopping the two Maha Ancient 

Clan’s divine masters. 

Following the descent of the ancient light screen, an old-sounding voice reverberated throughout 

heaven and earth, “Hahaha! How lively! But, from what I have heard from my holy maiden, the Great 

Spirit Ancient Clan will protect Mu Chen no matter what.” 

The sudden sound of this voice sent a shock to Mu Chen’s heart. Looking up at the light pillar, he saw an 

unforgettable graceful silhouette faintly appearing inside of it. 

The silhouette inside the light pullar lowered its head, and when its crystal-clear eyes met Mu Chen’s 

eyes, Mu Chen saw that the person appeared to be smiling mischievously. This smile that could stun the 

whole world, instantly softened Mu Chen’s heart. 
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Chapter 1507: Meeting Luo Li Again 

The ancient pillar of light fell from the sky with an extremely powerful spiritual energy sweeping through 

it. Outside of Aeon City, sovereigns of all factions looked at the pillar of light with shock written on their 

faces. 

“What… Even the Great Spirit Ancient Clan is here!” 

“Tsk tsk, four of the five ancient tribes have come. This will be a rare battle that hasn’t been seen in a 

century.” 

“Mu Chen’s connections are terrifying, indeed. Not only does he know the Flame Emperor and Martial 

Ancestor, he even has relationships with the Great Spirit Ancient Clan.” 
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“Yes, if not for the Endless Fire Territory and Martial Border being involved in some other matters, the 

two would have come to help. The Maha Ancient Clan would be quite embarrassed then.” 

“…” 

Hearing the whispers between heaven and earth, many of the Maha Ancient Clan elders were green 

with displeasure. Even Maha Tian’s gaze was dark. The Great Spirit Ancient Clan, who appeared 

suddenly in front of them, had disrupted his plans. But what puzzled Maha Tian was that the Budur 

Ancient Clan and Great Spirit Ancient Clan didn’t have close relations with each other. How could the 

Great Spirit Ancient Clan risk offending the strongest Maha Ancient Clan and get involved in this? 

However, Maha Tian was, after all, the head of a clan and reacted swiftly. His low voice rumbled, “So it’s 

the Great Nether Ancestor. My apologies for the shabby welcome.” 

In the sky, the light column of spiritual power slowly dispersed as two shadows appeared. One of them 

was an old man clad in a white robe. His features were old-looking, but his skin was as delicate as a 

baby’s. He had a friendly smile on his face, and his starry eyes were full of wisdom and mystery. The old 

man was no stranger to many of the Heavenly Sovereigns present, for he was the Great Nether Ancestor 

of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan. 

Everyone’s attention paused on the old man for a moment, and then in the next moment, they were 

drawn to the silhouette beside him. The crowd was dazzled. It was a slender silhouette with long hair 

like the stars in the Milky Way, brilliant and beautiful. Stars adorned her black dress, and her skirt 

flickered with purple light as it billowed in the wind. Her face was exquisite, her skin radiant. She smiled 

with a hint of playfulness in her smirk. What was most striking were her crystal-like eyes. They were 

pure as if they could see through someone. Everyone was intoxicated by her beauty. Her neck was 

graceful and slender like a swan’s. She had delicate and sensual curves highlighting her collarbones and 

figure. Her waist was thin like a willow swaying in the wind, and her proportions were perfect, which 

made people marvel about the Creator’s craftsmanship. 

At first sight of the girl, everyone was mesmerized and thought in their hearts, This is really a goddess 

who has descended. 

“Oh, Chief Maha Tian, you’re too polite. I hope you won’t blame me for inviting myself.” The Great 

Nether Ancestor smiled harmoniously. 

Maha Tian took a deep breath and said, “The Maha Ancient Clan and Great Spirit Ancient Clan bear no 

grudges against each other. Why are you meddling in this?” 

In the face of Maha Tian’s questioning, the Great Nether Ancestor sighed, and a forlorn look appeared 

on his face. Pointing to the beautiful girl beside him, he said, “You can’t blame me for this. This little girl 

is anxious to save her beloved. I had to come forward.” 

Maha Tian’s eyes narrowed as he glanced at the girl. “And this girl is?” 

“I’m Luo Li. I’m the Holy Maiden of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan, due to the honor of being 

acknowledged by the elders in the clan.” In the face of Maha Tian’s presence, the girl standing beside 

the Great Nether Ancestor smiled. Her voice was crisp and moving, like jade beads falling onto a silver 

plate. She was polite and firm, and many sovereigns were impressed by her demeanor. 



“The Holy Maiden of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan?” Maha Tian frowned. There was no Chief Elder in the 

Great Spirit Ancient Clan, but they had the title of Holy Maiden. Thus, the Holy Maiden was equivalent 

to the Chief Elder of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan and held immense power. However, the selection of 

the Holy Maiden was extremely harsh, so the position had been suspended all these years. The girl 

before me is so outstanding that she could attain the title of Holy Maiden? 

“Since you are the Holy Maiden of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan, you should take the overall situation of 

the clan as a matter of priority. Meddling indiscriminately may cause a great deal of trouble for the 

Great Spirit Ancient Clan,” Maha Tian stated gravely, a cold threat in his words. 

However, in the face of his threatening words, Luo Li merely smiled, and deep affection and longing 

surfaced in her gaze. She glanced at the young figure on top of the distant tower as she said gently, “I 

became the Holy Maiden for him. If I can’t help him, why should I be the Holy Maiden?” 

This remark immediately made countless sovereigns sigh in regret. When they looked at Mu Chen, their 

gazes were full of inexplicable anger. This guy not only had great opportunities but had such a beautiful 

girl willing to risk everything for him in the face of Maha Tian. Such fortune really attracted envy. 

“Little Luo Li, spare some thought for me. I have a fragile heart…” Beside her, the Great Nether 

Ancestor’s face was sullen. 

Luo Li, a little embarrassed, whispered, “Didn’t you know this long ago, Great Nether Ancestor?” 

The Great Nether Ancestor sighed and looked at Mu Chen at the top of the Aeon Pagoda. If it weren’t 

for this guy’s existence, Luo Li would be able to be the Holy Maiden of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan 

wholeheartedly. 

“What is the relationship between the Holy Maiden of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan and Mu Chen?” 

Where the Budur Ancient Clan was gathered, Budur Xuan was also surprised. 

Qing Yanjing looked at Luo Li, her eyes full of satisfaction. She had met Luo Li long ago in the Northern 

Heavens Continent, and she had left a deep impression. This girl was not only talented but also had a 

resilient personality. “That’s my daughter-in-law.” Qing Yanjing smiled proudly at Budur Xuan. Her son 

was really good and had a good eye. Not only had he found such a beautiful wife, she was even the Holy 

Maiden of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan. 

Budur Xuan froze for a moment, then sighed. “This boy is good indeed, that he even managed to get the 

Holy Maiden of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan.” 

Amid the crowd’s murmurs, Maha Tian’s face was dark. He stared at Luo Li and the Great Nether 

Ancestor and said in a cold voice, “It seems that you have really insisted on meddling today, but you may 

not be able to change the outcome by yourself, even if you are a Divine Grade.” 

Only the Great Nether Ancestor was a Divine Grade. Even though Luo Li had improved by leaps and 

bounds over the years in the Great Spirit Ancient Clan, she was only a Spiritual Grade and was of little 

use here. 

However, when he heard Maha Tian’s words, the Great Nether Ancestor smiled and said with some 

pride, “Judging from Chief Elder Maha Tian’s words, you have underestimated the Holy Maiden of my 

Great Spirit Ancient Clan.” 



Upon hearing his words, Luo Li’s beautiful eyes twinkled as she conjured seals. 

Buzz! 

Ancient light rose from the top of Luo Li’s head. Many sovereigns were surprised to see that an ancient 

scroll rose slowly in the light suspended above her head. The ancient scroll was mottled and old, but 

emanated the most terrifying fluctuations of spiritual power. As it flickered, it was as if there were a 

great shadow of light. An indescribable force of pressure shrouded them and spread out. That kind of 

oppression was not inferior to a Divine Grade’s! 

Maha Tian looked at the ancient scroll, and his face twisted. Even Qing Yanjing and Budur Xuan were 

startled. 

“This is the key treasure of the Great Spirit Ancient Clan, the Great Spirit Ancient Diagram?” Shocked 

exclamations rang out, and one could imagine the disbelief in their hearts. It was rumored that the 

Divine Grades would be sealed into the Great Spirit Ancient Diagram before they passed away, thus 

creating the horrendous power of this scroll. To put it bluntly, the power of this ancient scroll alone 

could counter a Divine Grade. 

The only flaw, however, was that it was extremely harsh in selecting its masters, and no more than three 

people within the Great Spirit Ancient Clan had been able to control it over the years. Because of this, 

when people such as Maha Tian saw that Luo Li could control this ancient scroll, they were shell-

shocked. 

At this point, they finally understood why the Great Nether Ancestor valued Luo Li so much. Even if she 

was only a Spiritual Grade Sovereign, with the power of the Great Spirit Ancient Diagram, she could 

counter a Divine Grade. 

On the top of the pagoda, Mu Chen gazed at Luo Li’s slender silhouette, and while rejoicing at her 

ascension, he was also slightly distressed. He was very clear that in order to be able to do this, Luo Li had 

put in unimaginable effort over the years. 

Seemingly aware of Mu Chen’s gaze, Luo Li tilted her head and winked at him. It was as if she were 

trying to say that she had caught up with him. 

Looking at the smile of his beautiful beloved, Mu Chen could not help laughing, and then an endless 

surge of determination roared in his chest, rushing into the sky. He bowed his head and looked straight 

at Maha Tian with sharp eyes. The next moment, a bright laughter with a strong sense of desire to battle 

rang between the heavens and earth. 

“Maha Tian, if you want to seize the Primordial Immortal Body, then do it yourself. Today, I also want to 

learn the means of the Chief Elder of the Maha Ancient Clan!” Laughter reverberated in heaven and 

earth, shocking countless sovereigns. 

Mu Chen actually declared war on Maha Tian?! 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1508: The Battle against Maha Tian 
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Mu Chen’s laughter echoed in the heavens and the earth, causing the powerful individuals to be secretly 

surprised. Obviously, no one thought that Mu Chen would dare to take the initiative to challenge Maha 

Tian. He was the invincible master who once fought against the Flame Emperor! Maha Tian was famous 

in the Great Thousand World. 

“Mu Chen is really like a newborn calf that is not afraid of tigers. Maha Tian is one of the strongest 

middle Divine Heavenly Sovereigns, and there are only a handful of people in the world who can surpass 

him.” 

“Yeah, although Mu Chen has a divine body, he will not be Maha Tian’s opponent.” 

“How arrogant is he? Just to show off in front of a beauty.” 

“…” 

A lot of whispers could be heard, but obviously no one was optimistic about Mu Chen’s chances. After 

all, Maha Tian was too famously strong. 

The Great Nether Ancestor looked at Mu Chen with a strange gaze and then said to Luo Li, “Heh, what a 

crazy boyfriend you have.” 

Facing Maha Tian, he did not dare to say that he could win, but Mu Chen dared to take the initiative to 

challenge him, so he was either too brave or too naive. 

Luo Li smiled at the Great Nether Ancestor because she knew too well about Mu Chen. Maha Tian was 

strong, but Mu Chen would never attack a rock with an egg. If he dared to challenge him, he must have 

prepared some secret weapon. 

On the tall platform, Maha Tian heard Mu Chen’s words, and he couldn’t help but laugh angrily. With his 

gloomy voice and an infinite pressure, he said, “Oh, I didn’t expect a day that I, Maha Tian, would be 

looked down upon.” With his fame and position, the fact that he had been challenged by a young kid 

would cause many laughs and jokes if it were to spread out. 

Mu Chen smiled and said, “Are you not willing to accept my challenge, Great Elder Maha Tian?” 

The situation was extremely complicated. Once a war began, it would certainly be an earth-shattering 

one. The consequences would be unimaginable. Mu Chen did not intend to bring the Budur Ancient Clan 

and the Great Spirit Ancient Clan into that abyss. Therefore, the only way to resolve the tense situation 

was for him to defeat Maha Tian personally. 

Maha Tian’s eyes were gloomy. He stared at Mu Chen. With his experience, he could naturally see what 

Mu Chen was thinking, and he strongly agreed with him. If the four ancient clans really wanted to fight, 

even the Maha Ancient Clan would have to pay an extremely hefty price. Therefore, if he could defeat 

Mu Chen alone, it was a relatively easy choice. 

As such, Maha Tian’s body rose slowly, drawing level with Mu Chen on top of the tower. He placed one 

hand behind his back with the demeanor of a master and then said calmly, “I have no reason not to 

fulfill your wish to insult yourself.” 

Boom! 



The moment he spoke, there was thunder in the skies, and an indescribable spiritual energy pressure 

swept through, causing the world to shake. 

“Today, I shall learn from the Maha Ancient Clan!” Burning fighting spirit emerged in Mu Chen’s eyes, 

and his five fingers slowly clenched into a fist. Golden light scattered around his skin and flowed on the 

surface of his body, causing him to look like a golden statue. At the same time, there was an immortal 

aura boiling around him. 

Crack! 

The land where Mu Chen was standing and the space around him were emitting an overwhelming 

sound, and the sense of power that radiated from his flesh was equally valiant. Between the heavens 

and earth, countless burning gazes watched the confrontation between the two. One had once fought 

the Flame Emperor, and the other was the strong young man with a divine body. That confrontation was 

a peak matchup. 

Mu Chen’s eagle-like eyes locked on Maha Tian in the distance. In the next moment, his toes touched 

the ground, and his figure flew out like a glimpse of light. 

Boom! 

When Mu Chen flew out, the air exploded as the speed was so fast that even the air couldn’t bear it. 

Within just a breath, a ray of light burst in front of Maha Tian, and the immortal golden body threw a 

punch at him. It was just an ordinary punch. However, with that divine body, it had the power to destroy 

the earth. Under the fist, a powerful person at the peak of the divine path would be smashed into slag. 

“The divine body is really potent.” The terrific power that swept from the front caused Maha Tian to 

speak in an amazed tone, and then he shook his sleeves. 

Swoosh! 

Two black and white rainbows intertwined like two dragons and burst out from Maha Tian’s sleeves. 

They loomed above with a roaring sound and immediately crashed into Mu Chen’s punch. 

Thunk! 

The moment of impact was like an earth-shattering bang reverberating around the world. The space 

collapsed where the black and white rainbows and the golden fist met, and then the damage spread out 

tens of thousands of feet at an extremely quick speed. The explosion of an unspeakable physical 

strength burst out. The black and white rainbows seemed to be unable to defend the attack and were 

broken up into black and white light spots. 

Boom! 

However, the black and white rainbows resolidified in the next moment and then burst out with an even 

more terrifying and condensed energy. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 



In just a few moments, the black and white rainbows collided against the golden fist hundreds of times. 

Every impact released a horrible shockwave, and Mu Chen’s fist ray was quickly dimmed by the black 

and white rainbows. Breaking through the defense, the heavy blows landed on his chest. 

Bang! 

Mu Chen flew out like a cannonball and fell into Aeon City below, smashing countless houses flat. 

Among the ruins, a light shot up into the sky, and Mu Chen shook away the dust on his body. His entire 

chest had collapsed, as he was injured terribly, but his expression remained unchanged. 

The golden light circulated on his body, and then many strong people saw what happened with a slight 

sense of fear. Amid the golden light, Mu Chen’s collapsed chest regenerated quickly, without a hint of 

damage. 

“So this is the divine body? It is really powerful. After suffering an attack from a Middle Phase Divine, it 

feels like nothing happened.” Countless strong powers were secretly shocked. If Maha Tian’s previous 

attack had fallen on a man in the initial phase of divine, it would be bad. However, Mu Chen resisted 

with his flesh, and he was still alive. It demonstrated the divine body’s great vitality. 

Up in the air far away, Maha Tian’s brow was slightly wrinkled. Obviously, he felt how troublesome the 

divine body was. 

“What a strong Middle Phase Divine.” Mu Chen touched his chest and sighed. The previous attack would 

have turned him into powder if he hadn’t had the divine body. 

It seemed… 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1509: The Battle of Divine Grades 

The massive golden palm swiftly descended from the sky. Like the palm of the gods, it was full of 

destruction, as if anything that stood in its way would be turned into dust. This blow was prompted by 

the perfect fusion of Mu Chen’s Divine Grade physical body and his own spiritual power at the middle 

stage of God Grade. Even ordinary Divine Grades could only retreat from it when it came to a fight of 

power. Outside the city, all the sovereigns were solemn, looking at Mu Chen in fear and wariness. 

Maha You’s face was red with fury as fear and hints of indignation surged in his gaze. To think that half a 

year ago, Mu Chen could only compete with him equally, but now, the distance between the two was 

like a gulf. Mu Chen’s blow could easily destroy him thousands of times. 

“Son of a b*tch, do you think you can beat my brother with these means? What a dream!” Maha You 

looked ferocious with his eyes fixed on the sky. He looked forward to Maha Tian wrecking Mu Chen in 

order to vent the hatred in his heart. 

In the sky, under the gazes of countless sovereigns, Maha Tian looked with a dark gaze at the palm 

massive enough to shield the sun. Mu Chen’s attack was able to make him feel threatened. 

“This boy really can’t be underestimated,” Maha Tian muttered to himself. In the face of Mu Chen’s 

strike, even he did not dare to let down his guard. He immediately took a deep breath, and suddenly, 
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black and white light emanated from his body. The black and white light condensed, forming a tight and 

secure black and white light barrier enveloping Maha Tian’s body. 

“Maha Spiritual Shell!” The low roar rumbled in the sky as the black and white ball of light appeared, 

quietly suspended, twinkling with a strange light. The Maha Spiritual Shell was the Maha Ancient Clan’s 

highest-ranked defense technique and had the most fearsome defensive ability. It could even hold back 

the same class of offensive attacks. 

Boom! 

In the sky, the giant palm descended and covered him as it bombarded the black and white light ball. 

Everyone looked on, and at the moment of impact, heaven and earth seemed to be silent. High in the 

sky, in the space tens of thousands of feet up, it shattered completely. Space debris fell from the sky like 

broken glass. The black and white light shot down in the raging storm like a meteorite, crashing heavily 

into Aeon City. 

Rumble! 

The whole city began to collapse as the waves of destruction spread out. All the houses in the city were 

destroyed. In the short span of a few moments, the ancient city was turned into ruins. In the middle of 

the city, there was a huge pit that one could not see the end of. 

The crowd trembled at the ruins of the city, and they knew that it was the result of a battle between 

two who had held back. Otherwise, everything within 100,000 miles would have been destroyed. 

In the sky above, Mu Chen’s eyes were sharp like a falcon and stared at the huge pit in the city. Golden 

light flickered all over his body, reflecting flesh and blood that were cast from gold. 

“He is indeed the Chief of the Maha Ancient Clan, hard to deal with…” Mu Chen’s gaze was full of gravity 

as he stared at the huge pit. The previous offensive attack had integrated his Divine Grade physical body 

and all his spiritual powers, but Maha Tian had countered it. 

There seemed to be a light rising in the pit, and then everyone saw a black and white light ball slowly 

rising. The sphere of light’s surface was covered with cracks and marks of heavy damage. It appeared to 

be crumbling, but it had not yet broken, thus showing how fearful its defenses it were. 

Crack. 

The cracks spread over the sphere and eventually dissipated into black and white spots as Maha Tian 

appeared again. Maha Tian, standing inside the sphere of light, was unscathed. Not even his clothes was 

damaged, but he glared darkly, for he had already summoned the strongest defense against Mu Chen. 

And who was he? He was the Chief of the Maha Ancient Clan, one of the peak existences that could be 

counted in the Great Thousand World. He had looked down at Mu Chen half a year ago, as Mu Chen at 

that time, no matter how excellent he was, was like an ant in his eyes. He could have squished Mu Chen 

just by lifting a finger. 

Now, however, half a year had passed. The ant in his eyes had been able to force him to the point where 

he must exert the strongest defenses to be able to be safe and sound. This was a bit of a loss of face for 



Maha Tian. However, rationality told Maha Tian that if he still looked down on Mu Chen, he would suffer 

a great loss. 

Huff. 

Maha Tian took a deep breath and suppressed the anger in his eyes. He concealed his disdain and 

restored his indifferent expression. However, Mu Chen was able to detect that Maha Tian’s spiritual 

energy flowed perfectly, without blemish. He had obviously abandoned all emotions and had begun to 

enter a real combat state. In other words, today’s Maha Tian had begun to regard him as a real 

opponent. 

“No wonder he was able to fight with the Flame Emperor at that time.” Mu Chen was aware of these 

changes, and his gaze also grew solemn. Maha Tian’s reputation was not a boastful fluke. In such a short 

time, he could recognize the reality and restrained his mood, facing up to the opponent. That was 

enough to show the tenacity of his heart. 

“Mu Chen, you can achieve this step at this age. This talent and persistence is strong enough to be a top 

sovereign. If we gave you a little more time, you would have a place in the Great Thousand World’s peak 

existences. But that will not be the case. My Maha Ancient Clan has guarded the Primordial Immortal 

Body for tens of thousands of years. We will not be allow others to taint it!” 

Maha Tian’s eyes flashed with black and white, and his indifferent voice echoed between heaven and 

earth. The vast spiritual power converged and formed a boundless ocean of spiritual power behind him. 

Its aura was majestic. 

The sea tumbled, and heaven and earth trembled. Maha Tian roared as the sea of spiritual power rolled 

back and was swallowed into his body. Everyone then saw that Maha Tian’s body gradually turned a 

crystal color, but it was black and white, exuding a mysterious aura. The black and white body emitted a 

terrible power as it caused space to tremble. 

“This is the spiritual body of a Divine Grade…” Mu Chen looked at this scene, and his eyes became dark. 

The spiritual body of a Divine Grade was, in a way, an extremely powerful body. However, it could not 

match up to the Immortal Body, as it was not pure physical flesh but the integration of spiritual energy 

into one’s body causing it to transform. 

Though the spiritual body of a Divine Grade was not as powerful as the Immortal Body, coupled with 

Maha Tian’s spiritual power at the middle stage of Divine Grade, the power of the two was terrifying 

beyond description. 

Boom! 

The black and white body soared up, tearing the space apart. It appeared in front of Mu Chen in a flash 

as its black and white fists exploded the space, charging towards Mu Chen at lightning speed. Mu Chen’s 

eyes flashed as he crossed his arms in front of his body with the golden light lingering. 

Dong! 

A low sound rang out as huge power ripples of tens of thousands of feet burst out. Mu Chen’s body 

shook as it flew backwards thousands of feet. 



Whoosh! 

Mu Chen had not yet stabilized, but Maha Tian’s vague figure appeared again, his terrible offensive 

attacks pouring down like a torrential rain. 

Dong! Dong! Dong! 

Within a few moments, Mu Chen and Maha Tian had battled hundreds of rounds in the sky. Mu Chen 

was mostly suppressed. After all, Maha Tian had summoned the full power of his middle stage God 

Grade. 

Budur Xuan watched the battle at the top of the sky and murmured quietly, “Mu Chen’s spiritual energy 

itself is still too weak, and though blessed with a Divine Grade physical body, he is not as strong as Maha 

Tian in general.” 

Behind him, Xuan Guang and Mo Tong smiled bitterly. Are you not satisfied with this? Half a year ago, 

Mu Chen could not even counter a Divine Grade Heavenly Sovereign, but now, he can force a middle 

stage Divine Grade to use his full power. What more do you want? 

Qing Yanjing smiled and said, “It is true that Chen’er will be suppressed by Maha Tian, but you must not 

forget his ace card…” 

Budur Xuan was stunned as his gaze turned grave. He saw that in the sky, Mu Chen had suddenly 

stopped. A black and white light surged out of his body and finally turned into two identical figures. 

Qi into Trinity. 

Three Mu Chens stood at a high altitude. With the exception of the true Mu Chen, the black and white 

Mu Chens flickered with gold light, and all possessed the Divine Grade physical body. This was the power 

of Qi into Trinity. As long as the master had it, then the incarnations would also have the perfect 

technique. 

Whoosh! 

A sharp wind surged before him as Maha Tian flashed out, his black and white fists filled with black and 

white light. His attacks were like a whirlpool, strange and unpredictable. This time, however, in the face 

of Maha Tian’s offensive attack, Mu Chen did not retreat, and instead, let out a long howl. The three 

figures rushed out. The golden light shined between the fists, bombarding Maha Tian. 

Dong! 

The shockwaves raged, and the sky shattered, but this time, what shook everyone was that Mu Chen 

had not retreated even half a step. Maha Tian’s expression turned dark, but his offensive attacks did not 

stop. Turning into innumerable afterimages, he swept through. The three Mu Chens faced him head on, 

playing on the strength of the Divine Grade physical body incisively and vividly. The whole world was 

turned upside down because of this battle. 

A few minutes later, Maha Tian retreated, and his face was particularly gloomy. When Mu Chen had 

executed Qi into Trinity, he was able to fight against him head on without being suppressed. Facing Mu 

Chen at this time, even if he urged his Divine Grade Spirit Body to the extreme, he could not get an 

advantage. 



Maha Tian’s face was scarlet with fury as he took a deep breath. He conjured up seals, and with a vast 

burst of spiritual energy, a massive black and white silhouette emanating a terrible pressure slowly 

appeared behind him. 

In the heavens and earth, countless sovereigns looked at the gargantuan black and white shadow in 

disbelief as shocked gasps rang out. 

“That’s… the 8th ranked body on the List of 99 Sovereign Celestial Bodies, the Maha Infinite Body.” 

“Maha Tian, he is actually forced to this extent…” 

The Great Ruler  

Chapter 1510: Battle of Emergence 

The black-and-white giant shadow stood proudly between heaven and earth. As its terrifying power 

raged throughout the space, its presence caused all of the the sovereigns present to be shaken. 

This was because that black-and-white giant was ranked 8th in the List of 99 Sovereign Celestial Bodies. 

It was the Maha Infinite Body! 

It was the most powerful Sovereign Celestial Body of the Maha Ancient Clan, and its prestige was known 

throughout the entire Great Thousand World. It was because of the Maha Infinite Body’s strength that 

everyone was stunned when they saw Maha Tian summon it. This showed that, when faced with Mu 

Chen’s attacks, the chief of the Maha Ancient Clan had been truly enraged! 

Huff! 

As the black-and-white shadow swallowed hard and puffed, its spiritual power formed a storm that 

stirred heaven and earth, as if it was a god! As Maha Tian stood on the black-and-white shadow’s 

shoulders, his eyes locked onto the three Mu Chens. He then conjured up several seals with one hand, 

while the black-and-white giant immediately opened its mouth and growled at Mu Chen. 

Grrrrr! 

The vast and violent spiritual energy then turned into intense sound waves, which swept out with an 

indescribable speed, carrying a horrifying force of destruction. The sound waves then bombarded the 

three Mu Chens, who could not evade them in time. 

Boom! 

In the face of such a violent blow, Mu Chen and both of his avatars suffered strong shocks to their 

bodies. The sound waves did not just have surface destructive power, but their power was also 

transmitted into their bodies. In fact, it could tear through their flesh and blood, as well as their 

meridians! 

However, the strength of a Divine Grade existence’s physical flesh was very strong, and because of his 

Immortality Source, Mu Chen’s flesh was extremely tough and full of vitality. Thus, when his flesh was 

torn, it was also able to rapidly repair itself. But, he and his two avatars were still thrown back by the 

horrendous sonic shock. 

“Is this the famous Maha Infinite Body?” Mu Chen wondered aloud. 
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His gaze was grave, as in this first encounter, he had clearly learned the immense power of the Maha 

Infinite Body that was now before him. With the help of the two avatars, he was able to compete with 

Maha Tian. However, with this new addition, Maha Tian’s attack was so strong that Mu Chen did not 

have the power to match him, even with the help of the two avatars. 

Boom! 

Upon seeing that this was the case, Maha Tian had no intention of showing any mercy. The Maha 

Infinite Body roared out, swinging its massive fists, which suddenly turned into a million black-and-white 

beams of light. 

Like a black-and-white meteor that was blazing down from the sky, the fierce bombardment of the 

beams of light surged towards the three Mu Chens. Upon seeing this, the three Mu Chens scattered. 

After several moments, they re-appeared hundreds of miles away. But, as soon as they re-appeared, the 

black-and-white light flickered above their heads, while the blows charged down upon them like a 

rainstorm! 

Rumble! 

As the light fell, the whole earth trembled. After a few moments, smoke and ash filled the whole space. 

The surrounding mountains were razed to the ground, and a huge pit was revealed. 

Mu Chen’s silhouette slowly rose up from within that pit. At this time, his clothes were torn and his body 

was badly injured. It was clear that he had suffered greatly from the impact of the bombardment. 

The black-and-white avatars appeared next to him. They had the same injuries as him, and while the 

black-and-white light flashed, it hindered the healing of their Divine Grade physical flesh. 

“Are you actually thinking about relying on your physical body to counteract the Sovereign Celestial 

Appearance that I summoned?” In the distant sky, Maha Tian scoffed at them in a low voice that was 

filled with sarcasm. 

Before, when he had not used the Sovereign Celestial Appearance, his attack could not move Mu Chen. 

But now that he had used it, his combat effectiveness had reached an extremely frightening level. 

At this point, even Mu Chen’s Divine Grade physical body found his attacks somewhat unbearable. After 

all, although the Divine Grade physical body was strong, it was not immune to a full attack of a middle-

stage Divine Grade existence. 

Mu Chen, who now had possession of the Divine Grade physical body, had actually dared to resist his 

Maha Infinite Body’s attack! It was almost impossible to know what he was up to, or to be sure whether 

his actions were carried out because of foolishness or actual strategic design. 

“I’m just testing the power of the Maha Infinite Body that I’ve been hearing so much about.” In the face 

of Maha Tian’s mockery, Mu Chen smiled as if he was unphased by it. 

“Didn’t the Primordial Immortal Body recognize you as its master? Why don’t you summon it now… That 

is, unless you can’t control it?” Maha Tian gazed at Mu Chen and taunted him mercilessly. 

“You’ll find out if you try!” Mu Chen replied, as narrowed his eyes. 



“I’ll definitely try!” Maha Tian said, while he smirked at him coldly. 

Then, his gaze suddenly became sharp, and as he clasped his hands together, the Maha Infinite Body 

mirrored his actions. Then, it slowly opened. 

As it did so, a black-and-white light, like electricity, appeared in his palm. Then, a black-and-white spear 

slowly condensed in the palms of the Maha Infinite Body. 

“Maha Heavenly Spear!” Maha Tian yelled. 

His gaze was cold as he watched the black-and-white spear soar into the sky, then vanish in the blink of 

an eye. When it appeared again, it was directly above Mu Chen, charging down at him with an 

unparalleled destructive power. The shrill sound of it slicing through the air rang out for thousands of 

miles. 

In the face of Maha Tian’s offensive attack, even Qing Yanjing’s and Budur Xuan’s faces changed. Even 

they knew that they would have to meet such an attack with their full powers! 

“Maha Tian has murderous intentions. If your beloved really can’t control the Primordial Immortal Body, 

even if he has the Divine Grade physical body, if he is hit, he will surely die!” the Great Nether Ancestor 

said, while looking at Luo Li, who was watching the battle. 

As Luo Li gazed at the familiar slender figure, her eyes were crystal clear. Although her expression was 

solemn, they did not show any hint of panic. In that moment, her previously tensed heart relaxed a little 

as she thought… From the looks of things, Mu Chen seems to have his own means. 

Whoosh! 

The black-and-white spear roared down as the crowd watched, and after a few moments, it had reached 

Mu Chen! Just as the two sides were about to clash with each other, Mu Chen closed his eyes. 

At the same time, an ancient golden light surged out of his body, from which a figure that was about a 

few feet tall appeared. As it burst out, it was waving its fists, and it immediately collided with the black-

and-white spear that was charging down from the sky. 

Clang! 

The loud sound of gold and iron clashing reverberated throughout heaven and earth. Everyone looked at 

point of the collision, their pupils suddenly shrinking. There, beneath the black-and-white spear, there 

seemed to be an ant-like, crystal figure. 

However, the ant-like figure wasn’t moving, but was simply maintaining the gesture of landing a punch, 

as if it had been frozen in place. Meanwhile, cracks spread rapidly on the black-and-white spear. 

Boom! 

The black-and-white spear then burst into black-and-white light spots. As the light scattered, the figure 

slowly fell downard a bit until it was suspended behind Mu Chen. As it hovered there, this ancient 

mysterious light exuded an immortal aura. 



The whole world fell into silence, as all eyes were staring at this mysterious figure, which was full of 

boundless heat and energy. 

Although they had seen this figure in the previous spiritual energy light mirrors, they could only truly 

feel the shock and awe that it commanded when it had actually appeared in front of them. After all, it 

was the legendary Primordial Immortal Body, which was one of the most powerful Sovereign Celestial 

Bodies in the entire Great Thousand World! 

The legendary Primordial Immortal Body had finally revealed its true form again today. Countless 

sovereigns sighed in secret, and they could not discern what emotion was in their hearts. 

Regarding the Primordial Immortal Body, they naturally coveted it and wanted to possess it. Also, they 

knew that if Mu Chen could not control it, they may have a chance at taking it. 

Unfortunately, the ancient figure behind Mu Chen shattered all of these secret hopes. Of course, this 

made them feel disappointed. 

At this moment, Maha Tian, Maha You, and the elders of the Maha Ancient Clan were extremely 

somber, especially the strong ones, who could not resist clenching their fists. 

Mu Chen opened his eyes, and as he looked at the furious Maha Tian in the distance, he smiled 

meaningfully and asked, “Is the Maha Ancient Clan Chief satisfied with the results of this attempt?” 

Anger flashed in Maha Tian’s eyes, as the scene before him was indeed a sign that this Primordial 

Immortal Body had recognized Mu Chen as its master. This made him extremely annoyed, and he felt 

that he had been betrayed by the Primordial Immortal Body. 

After all, in his mind, their Maha Ancient Clan had guarded the Primordial Immortal Body for tens of 

thousands of years, and had done so expertly! Thus, the new master should be someone from their 

clan! 

“Don’t be too proud of yourself. You may not be able to take the Primordial Immortal Body away from 

my Maha Ancient Clan after all!” Maha Tian’s tone was cold. 

Upon hearing these words, Mu Chen glared at him, a chilling glint flashing in his eyes. Maha Tian had 

been relentless and aggressive, as he was clearly determined to take away the Primordial Immortal 

Body. Because of this, Mu Chen’s patience was running low. 

“If that’s the case…” As Mu Chen glanced down, an astonishing murderous intent radiated out from his 

body. Behind him, the crystal shadow that was shrouded in a mysterious light raised its head and looked 

at Maha Tian in the distance. 

Mu Chen then finished his sentence, “Then, I’ll let you be the first to experience the Primordial Immortal 

Body’s Super Power since its emergence after all these tens of thousands of years…” 

After Mu Chen said this, the mysterious figure behind him slowly rose up. Then, as its hands twirled 

gently, a rich, immortal light condensed in its palm. That kind of light seemed as if it would be immune 

to the erosion of countless years, almost like it was an eternal light! 

The light then gradually transformed into a glazed crystal light ball. Upon the light ball, he could see 

many mysterious and ancient runes. 



As soon as the Primordial Immortal Body lifted its palm, the glazed crystal light ball soared up into the 

sky and swept towards Maha Tian. At the same time, its lips seemed to move slightly. 

Then, with an ancient voice that reverberated throughout heaven and earth, it shouted, “Primordial… 

Seals Sphere!” 


